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XER
XER Toolkit
Toolkit Overview
Overview
The XER Toolkit is an Excel Addin that provides
intelligent access to Primavera schedule
data stored within an XER file or Primavera
underpinning database.
The objective of the XER Toolkit is to help drive
successful project delivery by providing tools
that assist with improving the quality of project
schedules. It achieves this by:

8

•

Promoting schedule visibility and
understanding throughout a project team.

•

Providing the ability to pinpoint deficient
aspects of a project schedule which can
then be resolved.

•

Providing tools that make graphical analysis
of schedule data both simple to use and
outputs that are easy to understand.

Manage Projects

The Toolkit operates entirely within the MS
Excel environment and does not rely on or
require any other software installation.

The XER Toolkit is able to display and analyse data from multiple projects at the
same time. Projects/ baselines can be imported from either XER Files or the
(Oracle/ SQL) Primavera database.

The Toolkit uses Excel’s built-in database
technology and can therefore handle and
operate large multi-project XER files.

Once projects/ baselines have been imported to the XER Toolkit, they are stored
and managed in the ‘Project Directory’.

The original XER file is never altered or affected
by the XER Toolkit’s operation.
All outputs are produced in standard Excel
workbooks and can be saved or discarded by
the user. The outputs can be manipulated
by the user the same as any other Excel
spreadsheet.
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Import from P6 Database

Import from XER File

1

2

1.

1

From the project directory
window, click the drop down
list box to import projects

2. Select ‘Another XER’ from the
drop-down menu

3. Enter database connection
details and click to ‘connect’

3. Select the XER file containing
projects to be imported

2

4. Select projects to be
imported and then click
‘Select Projects’

3
NB: In order to select multiple
projects, press and hold the
keyboard Ctrl key and then
select by clicking with mouse
the projects to be imported.

5. Click ‘View projects’ to display
all of the projects that current
reside in this EPS element.
Projects from the selected
EPS element and all subelements will be displayed

4

5

From the project directory
window, click the drop down
list box to import projects

2. Select ‘P6 Database’ from the
drop-down menu

4. Select EPS structure element
where the project that is
to be imported is currently
stored

3

1.

6. Select the project(s) to be
imported to the toolkit. In
order to select multiple
projects, press and hold the
keyboard Ctrl key and then
select by clicking with mouse
the projects to be imported

4

7. Choose whether to import
associated primary baseline
projects for selected projects

8. Click ‘Import selected’ to
import projects

6
7

10

8
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Delete Projects

Convert Another Project to a Baseline

1

2a

1.

Select the project(s) to be
deleted

1.

1

2. a - Click the ‘delete project’
icon

2b

2. Right click on the project list
and select ‘assign baseline’
from the menu

or

2

b - Right click on the projects
list and select ‘delete project’
from menu

Select the project(s) that will
be assigned with a baseline
project

3. Select baseline project
NB: In order to select multiple
projects, press and hold the
keyboard Ctrl key and then
select by clicking with mouse
the projects to be imported.

3

NB: Ensure that the project to
be converted to a baseline has
already been imported to the
project directory.

4

Import Baseline Project

1

2

4. Click ‘Convert’

Restore Baseline Project

1.

Select a project

1.

1
2. Click the ‘Import baseline
from’ drop down box and
then follow same procedure
for importing a project.
The imported project will
automatically be assigned as
the baseline project for the
original project selection.

2

Select the project with
baseline project assigned
that is to be restored

2. Right click on the project list
and select ‘restore baseline’
from the menu

NB: If a project is selected in
the project directory that already
has a baseline assigned, then the
‘import baseline’ drop down box
will be replaced with a ‘delete
baseline’ icon.
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Saving Project Directory

Delete Baseline Project

2a
1

1.

2b

Select the project(s) with
baselines to be deleted.

2. a - Click the ‘delete baseline’
icon.

The file management functions within the project directory enable groups of
projects to be saved to disc and restored again at a later point. They can also be
shared between different XER Toolkit users.
Saving and opening projects this way is much quicker than importing projects
from XER files or the Primavera database.
1.

or
b - Right click on the projects
list and select ‘delete project’
from menu.

NB: In order to select multiple
projects, press and hold the
keyboard Ctrl key and then
select by clicking with mouse
the projects to be imported.

Click on ‘Save project
directory’

1
2. Then choose a filename and
location, then click ‘Save’

2

Opening Project Directory

1

1.

Click on ‘Open project
directory’

2. Then Locate your directory
and click ‘Save’
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General Settings
There are a number of generic options and settings that affect how the toolkit
operates and the method by which baseline calculations are applied.

Include activity codes and UDFs with schedule viewer
When using the schedule viewer (including schedule quality results), the XER
Toolkit is able to save activity code and UDF information with the schedule view.
This enables users to view the activity codes and UDFs assigned to a selected
task using the task detail window (see schedule viewer; task details). There is a
performance benefit when deselecting this option due to the reduced size of
data. The performance will be affected by the size of the schedule and number
of codes/ UDFs assigned.

Duration
Duration values are stored in hours within the toolkit database. The toolkit also
provides the option to display duration values in days, dividing by a global ‘hours
per day’ rate.

NB: Durations displayed in days do not necessarily reflect the number of
calendar days between the task start and finish and will differ between tasks
using different calendars.
E.g. Using a global rate of 8 hours per day for a task that is 24 hours duration will
display in the toolkit as 4 days duration regardless of calendar:
> 24 hour calendar = 1 calendar day
> 8 hour calendar = 4 calendar days

16
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Estimate to Complete

Baseline Dates to Use for Distributing Planned Values

Estimate to complete can be calculated using 3 different methods:

When the option to calculate planned/ earned values from a baseline has been
selected, the toolkit offers the opportunity to spread the planned values across
the baseline project’s planned or current dates (actual/ early).
If the option to use At Completion values for planned/ earned value calculations
has been selected then this option will be automatically set to current dates.
NB: If the baseline project has not been assigned with any progress information,
then changing this option will have no impact on distributed data calculations
as the current dates will be the same as the planned.

1.

Remaining cost
Total remaining cost of task

2. Remaining budget
Total budgeted cost – Earned value cost
3. Remaining budget * efficiency ratio
(Total budget – Earned value) * 1/ Ratio value

18

Using Baselines to Calculate Planned/Earned Values

Resetting All Toolkit Setting Defaults

When a baseline project has been assigned within the project directory, the
toolkit provides the opportunity to calculate planned/ earned values based on
the resource and cost information in the baseline rather than using the current
project values.

This option is provided in order to clear error loops and should only be used as a
last resort.
NB: All data and settings will be cleared/ returned to default settings. This
includes deletion of current project data along with any column/ grouping
schemes, filters and user defined financial period sets.
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Time Distributed Interval Settings

Standard Financial Periods
The Toolkit provides the following pre-defined interval settings:

The XER Toolkit provides the ability to produce time distributed data using a
number of pre-defined interval settings (e.g. Daily/ weekly/ monthly/ yearly).
It also provides the functionality to create an unlimited number of user-defined
financial period date sets. This is particularly helpful for the requirement
to report against internal dates as well as differing external client financial
reporting cycles.

•

Daily

•

Weekly (Monday to Sunday) - through – Weekly (Sunday to Saturday)

•

Monthly

•

Yearly (January to December)

Create a New Financial Period Reporting Cycle
1.

Select ‘Financial Periods’
from the reporting cycle drop
down menu

1
2

2. Click the ‘financial period
settings’ icon.

3. a - To create a new financial
reporting period date set
click the ‘Add’ icon.

3a
3b
3c
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b - To delete an existing
financial reporting period
date set, select the financial
period from the list and then
click the ‘Delete’ icon.
c - In order to alter an existing
financial period date set,
select the financial period
from the list and then click
the ‘Settings’ icon.

Contents

Create a New Financial Period Reporting Cycle

The XER Toolkit provides the ability to produce
time distributed data using a number of predefined interval settings (e.g. Daily/ weekly/
monthly/ yearly).

4. Enter a reference name for
the financial period date set

It also provides the functionality to create an
unlimited number of user-defined financial
period date sets. This is particularly helpful
for the requirement to report against internal
dates as well as differing external client financial
reporting cycles.

5. Enter reference descriptions
for each period

6. Enter the commencement
date for each financial period

By default, the Toolkit will define the reporting period as the earliest start date
within the current set of projects, to the latest (late) date of the selected data.
Toolkit calculation speed and general performance decreases as the number of
reporting periods increase. E.g. A reporting against a 10 year project at a daily
interval will perform slower than reporting against the same project using a
yearly reporting cycle. To this end, the toolkit offers the opportunity to define a
time range for reporting which enables quicker performance for short duration
intervals over a specific time-span.
1.

4
7
8

5

6

7. To save the financial period
date set, click ‘Save’ on the
menu

8. Click ‘Exit’ to return to the
financial period menu where
the new financial period date
set will now be included
within the list

1

In order to specify a particular
reporting period, deselect the
auto-fit timescale.

2. Click the relevant ‘start’ and
‘finish’ icons to manually set
the reporting period.

2

9. Select the appropriate
financial period from the
main interval settings list.

9
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Column Schemes

Deleting Column(s) From the Current Scheme

1

The current column scheme is defined by the columns that appear in the
‘Column selected’ list. All toolkit functions and outputs (including the schedule
viewer) that include a data table will include the columns defined by the current
column scheme.

1.

Select the columns to be
deleted

2
2. Click the ‘delete column’ icon

The Column appearing at the top of the list will appear as the leftmost column
in the data table and the column at the bottom of the list will appear as the
rightmost column in the data table.

NB: In order to select multiple
columns, press and hold the
keyboard Ctrl key and then
select by clicking with mouse
the columns to be deleted.
Moving Column Position Within the Current Scheme

2
1
Adding a Column to the Current Scheme

4

1
2

1.

Select the column type

1.

Select the columns to be
moved

2. Click the ‘Up’ icon to move
the column left in the output
data table. Conversely, click
the ‘Down’ icon to move the
column right

2. Select the required column(s)

3

3. Select the column in the
current scheme that is to
appear directly to the right
of the added columns. Skip
this step if you simply want to
add the new columns to the
far right of the data table

4. Click the ‘Add Icon’ icon

NB: In order to select multiple
columns, press and hold the
keyboard Ctrl key and then
select by clicking with mouse
the columns to be inserted.
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Format Column Settings

Saving the Current Column Scheme
1.

1
2

Select the columns to be
formatted

1.

Click the ‘Save’ icon

2. Enter a new scheme name
or if an existing scheme is to
be overwritten, select it from
the list

2. Click the ‘Settings’ icon

3. All column settings refer to
the data table formats for
toolkit outputs

3. Click save

1
1.

3a

2

Click the ‘Open’ icon

2. Select the scheme to be set
as the current scheme

3. Click ‘Open’

3b

NB: When opening or saving
a column scheme, there are
options to delete/ import
and export pre-saved column
schemes.
A - Number / Date Format

3

B - Activity Code Display
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Delete a Saved Column Scheme

2

1.

1

Data Selection

Select column scheme to be
deleted

2. Click the ‘Delete’ icon

The XER Toolkit is able to display and analyse schedule data from multiple
projects simultaneously. By providing advanced filter and grouping functions,
users can target precise aspects of a schedule(s).
E.g. A commissioning manager may want to view the resource demand
histogram for a shared testing resource across a programme of projects. They
may also want to view the applicable tasks for each resource across all the
projects in a single schedule view.

Export Column Scheme

3

1.

Select column scheme to be
exported

Alternatively, a project controller may wish to analyse the schedule quality
for construction tasks under the responsibility of an under-performing subcontractor.

3. Click the ‘Export’ icon and
then
choose a filename

4
Import Column Scheme
3.

Click the ‘Import’ icon

5

6

4.

Select file containing column
scheme(s)

5.

Click ‘open’

6. Select column scheme(s) to
be
imported.
7.
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Click ‘Import’

The hierarchical data tree is used to select, organise, view and analyse the
project schedules that have been imported to the toolkit’s project directory. By
selecting element(s) within the tree structure, examination of the schedule(s)
can be accomplished at any level, from overview to granular.
By default, the data is organised by the respective project(s) Work Breakdown
Structure. However, schedules can alternatively be organised by any
combination of WBS element, activity code, UDF and/ or a variety of other data
fields.
NB: In order to select multiple elements from within the work structure, press
and hold the keyboard Ctrl key and then select by clicking with mouse the
elements to be viewed/ analysed.
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1.

Clicking on the ‘Settings’ icon
raises the filter and grouping
menu.
When non-default filters
or grouping structures are
applied, it is indicated by
red text in the menu. The
settings icon also turns red
(as shown to the left)

1

Task Grouping
A simple example to demonstrate the advantages of task grouping might be an
engineering department manager that needs to understand the value of work
that they will be required to manage throughout the various stages of a project.
The work structure below shows a schedule grouped by Department/ Phase. At
this point, the engineering manager could select any phase (procurement in the
example shown) and proceed to use the toolkit’s dashboard creator to generate
a cost chart.

2
2. Once the appropriate data
has been selected, the user
can click on the export/ view/
analyse menu

Department
Phase

3. The search function can
be used to find text within
any grouping band code or
description in the current
filter selection. By clicking
find next (b), the next
element containing the
text to be searched will
be highlighted in the tree
structure

3

4

5

a - Enter the text to be
searched for.
b - Click ‘Find Next’

4. When the work structure
is organised by WBS, this
option can be tagged to
include WBS elements that
do not contain any tasks

a
b

6
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Similarly, a project manager might want to know which departments will be
involved during each phase of a project. Therefore, we turn the above structure
on its head as shown below.

5. Choose to expand all work
structure elements to the
selected level

6. The number displayed
in brackets after each
work element description
represents the total number
of tasks within that element
(including tasks within the
sub-elements)

Contents

WBS Default

User Defined Group Structure

The default organisation (grouping) structure applied within the toolkit is the
project(s) Work Breakdown Structure or WBS.

1

1.

1.

2

If a user defined grouping
structure has been applied,
as indicated by red text,
the default can be reset by
clicking the ‘Grouping’ icon.

1

2. To clear the existing user
defined structure, click the
‘refresh’ icon

3

3. Click the ‘Add structure level’
icon

2. Toggle the WBS/ Manual
option to WBS

4. Select the grouping structure
element type

3. Click Ok

2

To create a new grouping
structure, click the toggle to
‘Manual’

5

4

5. Select the grouping structure
element

6. Click ok

7. In the case that the selected
field is hierarchical (i.e. WBS
ID), then multiple levels
within the field hierarchy
structure can be inserted at
once by selecting the ‘Level
from’ and ‘Level to’

3
6

8. Repeat steps 3 to 7 until
grouping structure is
constructed as required

7
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Modifying a User Defined Group Structure

Delete a Saved Grouping
Scheme
1.

a

Select the element to be
modified by clicking on the
coloured band

1

2

a - Click the ‘Delete level’
icon to delete the structure
element

1

b

b - Click the ‘Settings’ icon
to change the structure
element field

3

Set a Saved Grouping Scheme as the Current Scheme
1.

Click the ‘Open’ icon

Click the ‘Delete’ icon

1.

Select grouping scheme to
be exported

3.

Click the ‘Export’ icon and
then choose a filename

Import Grouping Scheme
3.

Click the ‘Import’ icon

4.

Select file containing 		
grouping scheme(s)

5.

Click ‘open’

6.

Select grouping scheme(s)
to be imported

7.

Click ‘Import’

5

3. Click ‘Open’

NB: When opening or saving
a grouping scheme, there are
options to delete/ import and
export pre-saved group schemes

2

2.

4

2. Select the scheme to be set
as the current scheme

1

Select grouping scheme to
be deleted

Export Grouping Scheme

c - Click the ‘Up’ or ‘Down’
arrows to move the structure
element higher or lower in
the structure

c

1.

6

7

3
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Activity Filters

User Defined Filters

The XER Toolkit has advanced filter capabilities and enables users to define
complex, conditional filters that can isolate and display precise elements of a
project schedule.
A simple example to demonstrate the advantages of applying a filer might
be a construction director that needs to understand the value of construction
tasks occurring across a portfolio of projects. The work structure below shows
the projects that contain a construction scope element. At this point, the
construction director could choose to generate a cost curve using the toolkit’s
dashboard creator at the portfolio level, or drill down into the detail of a specific
project.

1.

a - To delete, click the ‘delete
filter’ icon

2

b - To modify an existing
filter, click the ‘settings’ icon
and then follow steps for
adding a filter

1

1a

Filter Selection

2. To create a new user-defined
filter, click the ‘Add filter’ icon

1b

1

1.

Select user defined filter

3. Enter a reference name for
the filter

Click the ‘Activity Filters’ icon.
The red text signifies that a
filter is currently applied

4. Click the ‘add’ icon to add a
filter condition
2. Select which user defined
filters to apply

3
4

3. Click to choose whether
‘All’ of the selected filter
conditions should apply in
order to select a specific task
or whether a task should be
selected if it meets at least
one of the conditions of any
single selected filter, i.e. ‘Any’
selected filter. See the table
below and to the left.

3

6. Select field

7. Click Ok

5

4. Click Ok

2
4

5. Select field type

1
6

7
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10
8. Select the required filter
conditions – the options
available here will change
based on the selected field
data type

8
9. Repeat steps 4 to 8 to add
multiple filter conditions

b - To modify the filter
condition, select and click the
‘settings’ icon

Text Field Operators

9
9a

9b

11

a - In order to delete an
existing filter condition, select
the filter condition to select
and then click the ‘delete
condition’ icon

Click the ‘select field’ icon to change

Numeric Field Operators

10. When adding a new filter
condition, the toolkit
automatically adds an ‘All of
the following’ statement in
the row immediately above
the new condition. However,
this can be changed to ‘Any
of the following’ by double
click on the ‘All of the
following’ statement and vice
versa

12

11. Additional ‘All/ Any’
statements can be added
within to the filter definition
to enable more complex
criteria to be defined. To add
a new statement, select the
filter condition immediately
above the position the
statement is to be added and
then click the ‘All’ or ‘Any’
button

12. Filter conditions can be
indented behind ‘All/ Any’
statements to separate
blocks of criteria as shown in
example

Simplified, the example filter
above in words could read:
Tasks that start during 2014 and
have a baseline Variance in total
budgeted cost.
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Assignment Filters

Adding Resources to Filter

The XER Toolkit’s assignment filters can be used to identify tasks that require a
particular resource, piece of equipment, a type of material or a combination of
all 3.

2

1

1.

Current Filter

2. Click the ‘add’ assignment
filter icon

1

3a

1.

2
All available
assignment types in
current projects

3b

Select required assignments
within the available
assignments list

Click the ‘Assignment Filters’
icon. The red text signifies
that a filter is currently
applied

2. The assignments shown in
the right hand list represent
the currently applied filter.
Therefore, only tasks that
have one or more of these
assignment types will be
filtered within the analysis
form work structure
The list to the left hand side
of the assignment form
details all of the assignment
types within the projects
current imported to the
toolkit

3. By clicking on the ‘Filter’ icon,
the available assignment
list can be filtered by:
Assignment type or by
text that appears in either
the assignment code or
description

NB: In order to select multiple
assignments, press and hold
the keyboard Ctrl key and then
select by clicking with mouse
the assignments to be filtered.

Deleting Resources from Filter

1
2

1.

Select assignments to be
removed from the current
filter

2. Click the ‘removed’
assignment filter icon

NB: In order to select multiple
assignments, press and hold
the keyboard Ctrl key and then
select by clicking with mouse
the assignments to be removed

To clear the available assignment
filter, simply click the ‘refresh’
icon
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Export Schedule or Time Distributed Data to Workbook

Clearing the Current Filter

1.

Click the ‘refresh’ icon

The toolkit provides an export function for producing gantt charts (or data
tables) within Excel worksheets.
The outputs can be saved as standard workbooks that can be shared with and
accessed by anyone that has Excel.
As a result, anyone engaged with the schedule in this format can benefit from
the familiar functionality that Microsoft Excel provides as standard, including the
ability to search, format, annotate and filter.

1

Assignment Filter Management

1.

Click the ‘Save’ icon to save
the current assignment filter.
Provide a reference name
and click save

2
1

1.

1

2. Click the ‘Open’ icon to open
a pre-saved assignment filter.
Select a pre-saved filter and
click open

2
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Select the work structure
element to be export (all
sub-elements and tasks of
the selected level will be
included)

2. Click menu item ‘Export
schedule data’ and select the
required export type

Contents

General Layout Settings

Table Display Options

Accessing the layout settings is slightly different
depending on export type:

5

Click the ‘Layout Settings’ icon.
The red text under the icon signifies that some non-default settings are currently applied

1

1

1.

Display horizontal sight lines:
The number of rows between
horizontal lines in the
Gantt chart area (excluding
grouping rows)

4
2. Display table gridlines:
MS Excel borders can
automatically be applied to
the table area, or left

Update options as required (see
to the left for description) OR;

2a
Exporting Schedule

Restore all default settings

Click Ok to apply settings

3
2b

3. Wrap text: Text will wrap in
cell when too long to fit on a
single line

4. Critical path <= ## days: Early
task bars will be coloured
red when total float of the
task less than or equal to the
value entered in this box.
Non-critical task bars will be
shown in green

1
Exporting Time-Distributed Data

2a

2b

5. Format to show actual date:
Cell will be pre-formatted
when date represents an
actual value – i.e. If a task has
commenced or finished. The
format style can be changed
by clicking the coloured box

2c

2e
2d
44
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Variance Column Formats

Gantt Options

Grouping band expanded to ALL levels

Grouping band expanded to level 1

Expand WBS/ Grouping to level: Tasks can be grouped at any level within the
work structure as demonstrated below.

Early date/ shorter duration (and more value for unit/ cost fields): Cell formatting
for numerical variance columns. The format can be changed by clicking on the
coloured format box.

Include empty section headers: By default, WBS elements that do not contain
any activities are excluded from schedule exports. By ticking this setting, empty
WBS elements will be included within the outputs.
NB: This option only applies when the project data is organised by the
respective project’s WBS.

Late date/ longer duration (and more value for unit/ cost fields): Cell formatting
for numerical variance columns. The format can be changed by clicking on the
coloured format box.
Show late/ longer (and more value for unit/ cost fields): Delays/ increases can
either be shown as a negative or positive number.

Draw Gantt (deselect to export data table only)

Draw summaries only: When selected, tasks will not be shown on schedule
exports and will instead be summarised to grouping level.

Data Table
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Gantt Chart

Contents

Colour Schemes
Colour schemes: The colour scheme displayed against the various levels of the
work structure grouping bands can be updated. Colour schemes can also be
saved and shared with other toolkit users.

Summary Bars

Float Bars

1.

Click on grouping level

2. Click desired colour in main
colour map

1

Float Bars

3. Fine tune colour

4. Toggle between font and
background and repeat steps
2&3
Show float bars: Task bars representing total float can be toggled on or off. The
toolkit default excludes float bars from the output.

5. Select font size

Show summary bars: The summary bars displayed against grouping structures
can be toggled on/ off.
6. Click the ‘Ok’ button

7

7. Use scheme management to
save/ open existing schemes
(see column scheme
management for instructions)

8

8. Click the ‘Ok’ button

3

2

Include Excel auto-filter: Excel’s auto-filter can automatically be installed within
the schedule’s data table, enabling simple filtering capability of the table.
Deselect this setting if it is not required.

5
4
6
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Contents

Gantt Date Range Filter

Exporting Time Distributed Data to a Worksheet

The date range filter sets the gantt chart timescale start and finish dates. It also
provides the option to exclude tasks that do not occur within the specified time
period, this enabling speedy filtering of schedule tasks occurring within a specified period.

The toolkit can export a range of time distributed data types to standard excel
worksheets. The data export feature helps take away the pain of transferring data
to Excel from Primavera, offering a range of selection and formatting options.

1.

1

Click on the ‘Date Range’
icon. The red text under the
icon signifies that a filter is
currently applied

The toolkit also offers some data types that are not readily available within
Primavera that are particularly helpful when trying to produce consistent
time distributed data charts for schedule that do not have resources or costs
assigned.

2. The ‘project start to finish’
check box ticked is the
toolkit’s default value and will
include all tasks. In order to
define a specific time period,
untick this box

3. Define the start/ finish
dates by clicking the ‘Date
Selection’ icons and selecting
a date

2

3

4
5
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4. Choose whether to include
or exclude tasks that occur
outside of the defined period.
If included, tasks that do
not occur within the time
period will not have any
corresponding task bars
within the gantt chart

Task Data Table

Time Distributed Data Table

The above summarised example details, by project, the number of tasks
planned to finish during each interval period. Similar reports can be produced
for cost/ resource/ earned value data types and can be displayed as periodic
values or cumulative.

5. Click the ‘Ok’ button

Contents

Tab Viewer Window Overview

Layout Settings
1.

2

Select the appropriate data
group (See data types)

2. Select specific data type

1
5
3

6
4

7

3. Select the periods that are
to appear in the output
report. A single column will
appear in the spreadsheet
for each selected column. By
clicking on the ‘Auto Select’
toggle button, the toolkit will
automatically select all of the
periods that have values, and
exclude any periods before or
after
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5

4. Choose whether to exclude
tasks that do not have a
corresponding value for the
periods selected. If tasks are
included that do not have
a time-distributed value,
the task data table will be
populated as normal but the
time-distribution table will
simply have no values
5. Choose whether to output
periodic values or a
cumulative total
6. Depending upon which
data export type has been
selected, there will be a
range of data type values
that can be exported. The
example to the right shows
the additional options for
‘Earned Value’ and ‘Estimate
to Complete’ that can be
selected for time-distributed
cost data-exports

In order to select multiple data
types for export, press and hold
the keyboard Ctrl key and then
select by clicking with mouse
the data types to be imported.

The XER Toolkit’s various viewing functions (e.g. Schedule viewer/ quality/
dashboard) are displayed as separate tabs within the tab-viewer window. There
is no limit to the number of Gantt, quality or data table tabs that can be created,
however, only 1 dashboard tab can be created at a time. Dashboard tabs can
however be saved to disc and opened again when required.

7. Refer to layout settings –
exporting a schedule to excel
8. Click ‘Ok’ button to export
data

1
3

4

2

1.

Open a new tab window
(Gantt chart/ Schedule
quality/ Data table)

2. Open new or view the current
dashboard
3. [Right click] to rename the
tab
4. Close individual tab (tab will
not be saved)
5. Close whole tab viewer
window (all tabs will be
saved)
NB: When closing an individual
tab, the contents will no longer
be accessible with the exception
of the current dashboard which
will automatically be saved. By
closing the whole tab viewer
window, all tab contents will
be saved and accessible next
time the tab viewer window is
opened.
Contents

Dashboard
The toolkit provides a flexible dashboard creator that aids speedy, consistent and
attractive chart design.
Dashboards can be saved and shared with other toolkit users and can also be
exported directly to standard Excel workbooks.
A range of data charts can be created, including progress curves (cost or unit),
resource histrograms, schedule density, along with a range of data types that
can assist with measuring schedules that have no resource or cost information
e.g. The number of tasks starting/ finishing per period.

The tab viewer window is moveable and resizable. There are a number of ways
to resize the tab view window:

Moving
Select and hold left mouse button on outer border area (A). Then move mouse
until form is in desired position.

Maximising
Double click the outer border area of the window (A).
Select and hold left mouse button on outer border area (A)., then move mouse
to top of screen and release left mouse button.

Resizing
Select and drag edges (B) to desired size using left mouse button.
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Contents

Data Selection and Adding Charts

Data Selection and Adding Charts

1

4

1.

2

From within the tab viewer
window, click the dashboard
tab

1.

2
1

2. To check or change the
currently selected data, click
the ‘select data’ icon. This
will raise the data selection
window

Charts can be moved around
the design view by click and
dragging the chart with the
left hand mouse button

2. Charts can be resized by click
and dragging the edge of
the chart with the left hand
mouse button

3
3. Select the schedule data to
be analysed

5

6

NB: In order to select multiple
elements from within the
work structure, press and
hold the keyboard Ctrl key
and then select by clicking
with mouse the elements to
be viewed/ analysed.

4. Click ‘add chart’ icon

5. Select the appropriate data
group (See data types)

7

Adding Data Series
1.

1

2. To overlay a data series to an
existing chart then, right click
the chart and choose ‘Add
data series’ from the menu.
(Then, jump to step 4)

3a
2

3. New data series can also be
added to the chart using the
chart controls form

6. Select specific data type

8
7. Enter a chart title

8. Click the ‘Ok’ button

To add an entirely new chart,
click the ‘Add chart’ icon.
(Then, jump to step 4)

3b

a - To initiate the chart
controls form, right click on
the chart and choose ‘Chart
Options’ from the menu
b - Click the ‘Add data series’
icon. (Then, jump to step 4)

9. Repeat steps 2 to 7 as
required
NB: To overlay a new datatype to an existing timedistributed chart, simply right
click the chart and choose
‘Add data series’. See ‘Adding
Data Series’
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Contents

4

5

4. Select the appropriate data
group (See data types)

A - Period Controls

1.
5. Select specific data type

1

Select the periods to
be displayed in the
corresponding chart

2. Select a data series to display
its corresponding values
within the period list

Chart display reflects periods selected

2
Chart Controls - Time Distributed Data

A

C

3. The ‘Auto select’ toggle
button will determine the
first and last periods that
have at least one chart data
series with a non-zero value.
See example data table to
the left

Values displayed in the period list reflect the selected data series

3

D

B
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E

Contents

C - Chart Data Series

B - Chart Titles

A B

1

1.

Enter the relevant chart titles
as shown in the example to
the left

2. Select the X-Axis display
format from the following
choices:
•  Period title (as defined by
interval settings)
•  Start date [of financial
period]

1.

1

C

A - Delete Series
B - Change colour of data
series

D
2

•  Finish date [of financial
period]

3. Click on the ‘Format
text’ Icons to modify the
corresponding title font
colour and size

2

To modify the appearance of
specific data series within the
chart, select the data series
within the list, then:

C - Change order of data
series (chart series will move
in front or behind other data
series depending on the
series order)
D - The series name as it is to
appear in the chart legend

2. Click on the ‘Data table’ icon
to send a chart data table to
the current dashboard
Dashboard data table

4. A - Click desired colour in
main colour map
B - Fine tune colour
C - Select font size
D - (Where applicable), select
the desired number format

3
4

E - Click the ‘Ok’ button

B

A

D

C
E
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Contents

D - Chart Data Display

1.

To modify the appearance of
specific data series within the
chart, select the data series
within the list, then:

3

4. Data type options

A - Delete Series

1

NB-1: Earned value &
Estimate to complete values
will only be available for chart
series of data types: Unit or
Cost.

B - Change colour of data
series

2
3
4

C - Change order of data
series (chart series will move
in front or behind other data
series depending on the
series order)
D - The series name as it is to
appear in the chart legend

4

NB-2: Planned value (Live)
refers to planned values
distributed across the current
schedule’s planned start/
finish fields. This data type
may fail to produce valid
results under the following
circumstances

2. Chart pattern types available
The current schedule’s
planned start/ finish fields
are not checked and verified
during progress update
cycles

5

Toolkit general setting
‘Use baselines to calculate
planned/ earned values’
tagged as true

2
5
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3. Interval display types
available

5. Y-Axis Display Options

Contents

Chart Controls - Proportional Data

E - General Chart Settings

1

2

4

3

1

2
Small legend

Large legend

1.

Legend will be displayed or
hidden
NB: Legend is only visible
within the chart design
screen. The legend will not
be visible within the ‘Add
chart window’

2. Toggle the legend size as
required

A

B

D

3. Toggle gridlines on or off as
required

3

4. Toggle transparency on or off
as required

C

A - Sector Settings

4
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The value in the sector description represents the highest value for a qualifying
result in that sector. i.e. In the example above, the top sector has a maximum
duration value of 0 days, sector 2 qualifying results must have a duration greater
than 0 days but less than or equal to 10 days. See the example table below:

Contents

Adding a Sector

Modify the Colour of a Sector

1

1.

Click on the ‘Add sector’ icon

2. Enter the new sector’s
maximum value – e.g.. Using
the example above, if the
maximum value for the new
sector is 3 then the existing
sector with a maximum
value of 10 will be split into 2
sectors. The first will have a
range between 0 and 3 and
the second will have a range
between 3 and 10. See the
table to the left

1
2

1.

Select the sector to be
modified

2. Click the ‘Edit colours’ icon to
adjust the colour of the chart
sector

2

3. Click desired colour in main
colour map

4

4. Fine tune colour

3. Click Ok

5. Click Ok

5

B - Proportional Data Chart - Settings Management
Deleting a Sector

1
1

2

1.

Select the sector to be
removed from the list

2. Click the ‘Delete sector’ icon
to remove the selected sector
from the chart

1.

Click the ‘Refresh’ icon to
reset the default sector
settings

3
2

2. Click the ‘Save’ icon to save
the current sector settings
and colour scheme for future
use

3. Click the ‘Open’ icon to use
a pre-saved sector settings
scheme
NB: For instructions on
saving/ opening toolkit
schemes, see column
scheme management.
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Contents

Chart Types Available

C - Data Table Export

1

1.

Click on the ‘Data table’ icon
to send a chart data table to
the current dashboard

Select the desired chart type from the drop down box.

Chart Types Available

Dashboard Data Table

D - Chart Appearance

1

For settings highlighted in red,
refer to time-distributed chart
instructions

NB: X & Y axis title settings will
only be enabled for histogram /
cylinder chart types.

Select the desired chart type from the drop down box.
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Exporting Chart Summary Data to Excel Worksheet

Dashboard Management
1.

Right click on chart and
select ‘Export data’ from the
menu

Saving current dashboard
1. Click on ‘Manage dashboards’
icon

1

1
2. Click on the ‘Save’ icon

2
3

3. Provide a filename

4
Opening a saved dashboard
1.

Click on ‘Manage dashboards’
icon

2. Click on the ‘Open’ icon

3. Select a pre-saved file
containing required
dashboard

Export charts to Excel
1.

Click on ‘Manage dashboards’
icon

2. Click on the ‘Export charts’
icon

NB: Charts are exported to an
Excel worksheet. Contained on
a separate worksheet within the
same workbook, the chart data
tables are also exported. See to
the left.
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Contents

Schedule Quality

Data Selection and Running Quality Check

The XER Toolkit’s schedule quality function is an extremely powerful diagnosis
tool that can identify technical deficiencies and assist with their rectification.
The schedule quality metrics calculated by the XER Toolkit are established
measures by which a schedule can be assessed to help determine whether it is
realistic and achievable.
As with all schedule quality indicators, there is no ‘one size fits all’ result and
to that end, the XER Toolkit has some versatile features including the ability
to group and filter tasks across a range of programmes. This enables users to
precisely target aspects of a schedule and identify areas that require attention.
There are also various unique options for each quality check that further
enhance the user’s ability to analyse schedule data and fully understand the
results.

1.

1

Select required schedule
grouping elements to be
analysed

2. Click ‘schedule quality’ from
the view/ analyse menu

2

Each quality check result is
represented as a separate tile in
the dashboard overview. Results
are indicated via a red, amber
or green ring around the result
detail.

The ranges by which red, amber & green are triggered can also be manually
regulated by the user to reflect the nature and requirement of each individual
project. To aid the user benchmark against pre-defined and industry recognised
results, the XER Toolkit has default ‘red, amber, green’ trigger points built in.
Moving
The checks currently offered by the
Toolkit are:
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•

Missing Predecessors

•

Missing Successors

•

Open ended tasks

•

Open start tasks

•

Relationships with negative lag
(Lead)

•

Relationships with lag

•

Non-FS Relationship ratio

•

Activities with hard & soft
constraints

•

High Float

•

Negative Float

•

High Duration

•

Activities With High Cost

•

Invalid Dates

•

Errors associated with activities In
Progress

•

Activities Without Resource
Assignments

•

Assignment Dates Not Aligned to
Activity Dates

•

Late tasks – Starting

•

Late tasks – Finishing

•

Tasks without corresponding
baseline activity.

•

Redundant logic

Select tile and hold left mouse
button. Then move mouse until
tile is in desired position and
release button.

Resizing
Select and drag edges to desired
size using left mouse button.

Contents

Options and Settings

Right Click Menu

2

1

Quality Check Specific Options
Hovering the mouse over a
result tile highlights that tile and
reveals an ‘exit’ icon, along with a
‘settings’ icon.

1.

3b

3a

1.

1

Clicking the ‘exit’ icon will
make the highlighted tile
disappear. It will no longer
be accessible

2. Clicking the ‘settings’ icon
will raise the quality checkspecific options for the
highlighted quality check.
The example to the left
displays the settings for tasks
without a predecessor

3. To apply changes made to
the quality check options,
which will then be reflected
in the dashboard tile, click
‘Ok’. If no changes have been
made or changes are to be
discarded then click the ‘exit’
icon

Right click anywhere on a
quality check result tile to
raise the menu
NB: The check-specific menu
items (e.g. View qualifying
tasks) apply to the particular
quality check clicked with
the right mouse button.
Some menu items are
however generic (e.g. Export
dashboard to Excel)

View qualifying [tasks/ relationships/ assignments]
Generates a new tab containing the specific results for the selected quality
check. E.g. For tasks with missing predecessors, a gantt view tab will be
generated containing the tasks that do not have a predecessor. Similarly, for
resource assignments that have dates misaligned with their parent activity, a
table view tab will be generated containing a list of the applicable assignments.

View all [tasks/ relationships/ assignments]
Generates a new tab containing all of the tasks, relationships or assignments
that were analysed.

Export dashboard to Excel
Reproduces the schedule quality dashboard in a standard Excel worksheet.

Arrange tiles
Tiles will be resized and moved for best fit within the dashboard window.

Thresholds
Raises the thresholds window where users can set the red, amber and green
trigger points for each quality check (see [quality checks > thresholds] for
details).

General settings
Raises the quality check-specific options for the highlighted quality check.
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Contents

2

Thresholds

6

To aid the user benchmark against pre-defined and industry recognised results,
the XER Toolkit has default ‘red, amber, green’ trigger points built in. These are,
where applicable, based upon the Defence Contract Management Agency’s
(DCMA) 14 point schedule metrics.
The ranges by which red, amber & green are triggered can also be manually
regulated which enables the user to tailor results based upon the specific nature
of their project(s).

4

NB: The DCMA default values refer to the ‘Red’ trigger point. The DCMA standard
does not refer to an ‘amber’ range. The DCMA reference document states:
‘The identification of a “red” metric is not in and of itself synonymous with
failure but rather an indicator or a catalyst to dig deeper in the analysis for
understanding the reason for the situation. Consequently, correction of that
metric is not necessarily required but it should be understood.

5
3

2. Select the quality check(s) to
be adjusted
3. You can choose to display
results as percentages or
as a number. To provide an
example of when it may be
an advantage to use numbers
rather than percentages, the
example to the left, looks
at activities with missing
predecessor logic. Option 1
reflects the DCMA default
whereas option 2 reflects the
ideal network scenario
Option 1 – Display as a
Percentage
5% of activities without
predecessor raises a flag
Option 2 – Display as a
Number
1 activities without a
predecessor raises a flag

Adjusting Red, Amber and Green Thresholds

1.

1

Raise the thresholds
adjustment form via the right
click menu

4. Adjust the trigger points
as required. This can either
be achieved by dragging
the coloured slider bars to
the required points, or by
typing values directly into the
coloured boxes
5. Click the ‘Save for all selected
checks’ button to apply
the changes. The current
schedule quality dashboard
results will be updated to
reflect the new thresholds.
The new thresholds will also
be applied to future schedule
quality checks. The changes
will not affect other schedule
quality dashboards currently
stored in the tab viewer
window
6. Restore the toolkit’s preset
defaults by clicking the icon.
This will also reset the default
settings for each quality
check type. The applicable
settings are detailed on the
next few pages, with their
respective quality check
description
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Contents

Quality Checks

Missing Logic (Open Start and Ends)

Missing Logic (Tasks without predecessors or successors)

Not applicable to DCMA

What the DCMA state:

“This metric identifies incomplete tasks with missing logic links. It helps identify
how well or poorly the schedule is linked together. Even if links exist, the logic
still needs to be verified by the technical leads to ensure that the links make
sense. Any incomplete task that is missing a predecessor and/or a successor
is included in this metric. The number of tasks without predecessors and/or
successors should not exceed 5%. An excess of 5% should be considered a flag.
The formula for calculating this metric is as follows”

Missing Logic % = 100x

Over and above the missing logic checks for tasks without any predecessors or
successors, the Toolkit also provides checks that can assess whether the assigned
logic is compliant with an ideal network scenario. As can be seen in the
following example, a task may have successor(s) assigned but the completion of
the task has no effect within the overall logical network.

# of tasks missing logic
# of incomplete tasks

Users can choose to include/
exclude some activity types from
missing logic quality checks.

Although activity B has a successor (Start to Start with activity C), it is considered
as ‘Open Ended’ since its completion date could potentially slip until the point
where all other activities within the network are complete before impacting
upon the schedule’s critical path.
NB: Relationships to and from Level of Effort/ WBS Summary activities cannot
affect the start/ finish of other activities. Therefore, activities that only have
predecessors/ successors that are Level of Effort or WBS Summary activities are
effectively ‘Open Ended’.
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Contents

Relationship Leads (Negative Lags)

Constraints

What the DCMA state:

What the DCMA state:

“This metric identifies the number of logic links with a lead (negative lag)
in predecessor relationships for incomplete tasks. The critical path and any
subsequent analysis can be adversely affected by using leads. The use of leads
distorts the total float in the schedule and may cause resource conflicts. Per the
IMS Data Item Description (DID), negative time is not demonstrable and should
not be encouraged. Using MS Excel, count the number of “Leads” that are found.
Leads should not be used; therefore, the goal for this metric is 0”

“This is a count of incomplete tasks with hard constraints in use. Using hard
constraints [Must-Finish-On (MFO), Must-Start-On (MSO), Start-No-Later-Than
(SNLT), & Finish- No-Later-Than (FNLT)] will prevent tasks from being moved
by their dependencies and, therefore, prevent the schedule from being logicdriven. Soft constraints such as As- Soon-As-Possible (ASAP), Start-No-EarlierThan (SNET), and Finish-No-Earlier-Than (FNET) enable the schedule to be logicdriven. Divide the total number of hard constraints by the number of incomplete
tasks. The number of tasks with hard constraints should not exceed 5%.”

Leads % = 100x

# of Logic Links with Leads
# of Logic Links

Hard Constraint % = 100x

Total # of incomplete tasks with hard constraints
Total # of incomplete tasks

NB: there are no quality check specific settings for relationship lags.
The XER Toolkit does not
differentiate between hard and soft
constraints in the default settings,
i.e. All constraints (hard and soft) will
be included in calculation. The user
can select/ deselect any constraint
type which will then be included in
the calculations.

Relationship Ratio
What the DCMA state:

“The metric provides a count of incomplete tasks containing each type of
logic link. The Finish-to-Start (FS) relationship type (“once the predecessor is
finished, the successor can start”) provides a logical path through the program
and should account for at least 90% of the relationship types being used. The
Start-to-Finish (SF) relationship type is counter-intuitive (“the successor can’t
finish until the predecessor starts”) and should only be used very rarely and with
detailed justification. By counting the number of Start- to-Start (SS), Finish-toFinish (FF), and Start-to-Finish (SF) relationship types, the % of Finish-to-Start (FS)
relationship types can be calculated.”

Ratio % = 100x

# of Finish to Start Logic Links
# of Logic Links

NB: There are no quality check specific settings for relationship ratio
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High Cost

In Progress Errors

Not applicable to DCMA.

Not applicable to DCMA.

High Cost % = 100x

Total # of incomplete tasks with high cost
Total # of incomplete tasks

Users can choose to:
•

Total # of incomplete tasks with in-progress errors
Total # of incomplete tasks

Users can choose to include/
exclude the specific in-progress
errors from calculations

Set the high duration threshold
•

In progress errors % = 100x

Include/ exclude some activity
types from negative float quality
checks

Invalid Dates

Tasks Without Resources

What the DCMA state:

What the DCMA state:

“Incomplete tasks that have a forecast start/finish date prior to the IMS status
date, or has an actual start/finish date beyond the IMS status date are included
in this metric. A task should have forecast start and forecast finish dates in the
future relative to the status date of the IMS (i.e. If the IMS status date is 8/1/09,
the forecast date should be on or after 8/1/09). A task should not have an actual
start or actual finish date that is in the future relative to the status date of the
IMS (i.e. If the IMS status date is 8/1/09, the actual start or finish date should be
on or before 8/1/09, not after 8/1/09). There should not be any invalid dates in the
schedule.”

“This metric provides verification that all tasks with durations greater than zero
have dollars or hours assigned. Some contractors may not load their resources
into the IMS. The IMS DID (DI-MGMT-81650) does not require the contractor to
load resources directly into the schedule. If the contractor does resource load
their schedule, calculate the metric by dividing the number of incomplete tasks
without dollars/hours assigned by the total number of incomplete tasks.”

Invalid dates % = 100x

Missing resource % =

100x

Total # of incomplete tasks with missing resource
Total # of incomplete tasks

Total # of tasks with invalid dates
Total # of incomplete tasks

Users can choose whether to look at
tasks without ANY resource or just
those without a labour resource

Users can choose to include/
exclude the specific invalid date
errors from calculations.
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Invalid Dates

Late Tasks - Finishing

Not applicable to DCMA:

What the DCMA state:

Primavera makes allowance for resources to be applied across an activity
duration in 2 ways:

Missed Tasks

•

Across the whole activity duration

•

Across part of the activity duration

E.g. An activity scope that consists of laying a concrete base may only include
resources for the initial part of that activity as the remaining duration may
account for the time it takes for the concrete to set, during which no work may
take place.
Although this can potentially be a useful feature, it can also lead to situations
whereby resource dates become misaligned with their parent activity without
the knowledge of the scheduler. Moreover, it is also possible for resource dates
to go beyond the finish date of the parent activity.

“A task is included in this metric if it is supposed to be completed already
(baseline finish date on or before the status date) and the actual finish date or
forecast finish date (early finish date) is after the baseline finish date or the Finish
Variance (Early Finish minus Baseline Finish) is greater than zero. This metric
helps identify how well or poorly the schedule is meeting the baseline plan. To
calculate this metric, divide the number of missed tasks by the baseline count
which does not include the number of tasks missing baseline start or finish
dates. The number of missed tasks should not exceed 5%.”

Late tasks finishing % = 100x

Total # of tasks with late actual/projected start date vs baseline
Total # of tasks

NB: There are no quality check specific settings for relationship ratio.
Assignment dates % = 100x

Total # of resource assignments with misaligned dates
Total # of resource assignments

Users can choose to include all
misaligned assignment dates or just
the assignments with dates beyond
the parent activity dates.

Tasks Without Baseline
Not applicable to DCMA
The toolkit provides a check to determine tasks that do not have a
corresponding baseline activity. This check compares a list of tasks based on
Activity ID within the baseline project as compared with the live project. It does
not compare task descriptions, WBS location or any other detail. Therefore, if an
activity has been deleted within the live project and a new activity created that
uses the same activity ID, then the task will not be identified as missing.

Tasks without B/L % =

Late Tasks - Starting

100x

(# of tasks in live project - # of corresponding B/L tasks)
Total # of tasks in live project

NB: There are no quality check specific settings for relationship ratio.

Not applicable to DCMA:

Late tasks starting % = 100x

Total # of tasks with late actual/projected start date vs baseline
Total # of tasks

NB: There are no quality check specific settings for relationship ratio.
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Schedule Viewer

Invalid Dates
Not applicable to DCMA:

The XER Toolkit’s schedule viewer function is a versatile schedule viewer
providing access to most of the schedule data columns included within an XER
file.

The toolkit analyses the logical relationships within a schedule network to
determine whether any individual links are rendered redundant by a longer
chain of logic. The toolkit analyses logical chains of the same type – i.e. Start to
Start, Start to Finish, Finish to Start (shown below as dotted line) and Finish to
Finish.

There are a number of features that enable easy filtering, sorting and grouping of
tasks based on individual user requirements.
Schedule viewer outputs can be output to a standard Excel workbooks.

Redundant Relationship
(Finish to Start)
Right-Click Menus

1

3

2
NB: The toolkit does not take leads or lags into account and therefore under some
circumstances, relationship chains with leads and/ or lags may remove the redundancy.
The toolkit therefore provides the ability to analyse each relationship line alongside the
corresponding chain of tasks resulting in redundancy.

4

There are a number of different
menu’s that can be raised via
the right-hand mouse button,
depending on the location of the
mouse.

Menus available:
1.

Column and sort

2. Task and grouping menu
3. Gantt display
4. Timescale options
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Column and Sort Menu
Some options on this menu
specifically relate to the
particular column that was
clicked to raise the menu.

Task and Grouping Menu
Some options on this menu
specifically relate to the
particular task or grouping band
clicked to raise the menu.

Sort ascending
The schedule tasks will be sorted within their respective grouping bands in
ascending order based on the column clicked to raise the menu.

Sort descending
The schedule tasks will be sorted within their respective grouping bands in
descending order based on the column clicked to raise the menu.

Remove filters and grouping
Refreshes the original schedule view by removing all group and filter settings
and also reveals any hidden tasks.

Remove column
Removes the column clicked to raise the menu.

Column scheme
Raises the column scheme form, whereby the user can apply different data
columns or format the existing columns based on requirement. This option will
only apply to schedule data created in the viewer tab that relates to existing
schedule data held within the toolkit’s project directory. Therefore, if a project
has been removed from the project directory since the viewer tab was created,
then this option will result in error.

Expand all
Expands all collapsed grouping bands. The schedule view will initially reflect the
collapse/ expand state of the data selection tree.

Collapse all
Collapses all grouping bands.

Collapse to this level (#)
Collapses all grouping bands to the same level as the task or grouping band
clicked to raise the menu.
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The following example shows a schedule collapsed to level 3:

The following example shows:
No grouping level applied

Expand All Below

Show All Grouping Bands

Expands all grouping bands below the grouping band clicked to raise the menu.

Removes any grouping settings applied

NB: This menu option is only available when clicking a grouping band – i.e. It is
not available when clicking a task.

Collapse All Below
Collapses all grouping bands below the grouping band clicked to raise the
menu.

Group to this Level (#)
Hides all grouping bands under the band clicked to raise the menu.

Grouped to Level 3

Remove Row From Current View
Hides the row clicked to raise the menu.
NB: This option only applies to task rows – i.e. It does not apply to grouping
bands.

Show Hidden Rows
Displays any hidden task rows.

Show Task Detail
Opens the task detail form in order to view detailed information relating to the
task clicked to raise the menu.
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1
2b

2a

Find Text

Gantt Display Options

Finds or filters by a text string.
This function searches all
columns within the schedule
table.

The options contained within the
gantt display menu can also be
accessed via the schedule viewer
general settings form.

1.

Type the text to be found/
filtered.

2. Click:
a - Click ‘Find Next’ to find
next row/ column that
includes the text string.
The toolkit searches each
column from left to right
from the currently selected
row onward. Once the toolkit
search reaches the end of
the schedule data table,
it will return to the start of
the schedule and continue
searching. After each find,
click the button again to
search and move to the next
field containing the string
b - By clicking on the ‘Filter
all tasks’ button, any row that
does not contain at least one
column with the required
text string will be hidden
from view

Hide Gantt
Removes the gantt chart from view leaving the data table visible.
NB: To show a hidden gantt chart, use the schedule viewer’s general settings
form.

Show logic
Toggles relationship lines on/ off.
NB: there are a range of additional logic display options available under the
schedule viewer’s general settings form (e.g. Display driving / non-driving /
critical).

Display settings
Opens the schedule viewer’s general settings form.

Hide / Show float
Toggles Gantt float bar visibility

Hide baseline
Toggles Gantt baseline bar visibility
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Timescale Options Menu

Additional Schedule Viewer Functions

Right click anywhere on the
timescale to raise menu.

2

4

1

5
3

Timescale options
Raises the timescale options form (See section on ‘Timescale Settings Form’).

Auto fit – All data
Sets the timescale to start from the earliest schedule task start date and finish
on the latest schedule task finish date.
NB: The timescale uses the Actual & Early dates to calculate earliest/ latest
schedule dates. Therefore, task late dates may go beyond the timescale finish
and so float bars may be partially visible for some tasks.

Auto fit – Current page
Sets the timescale to start from the earliest task start date currently visible
within the schedule viewer window and finishes on the corresponding latest
date.

1. Exports schedule to Excel
worksheet.
Exports the current
schedule to a standard Excel
worksheet using the XER
Toolkit’s export function.
The following viewer settings
are retained in the schedule
export:
•
•
•
•

Grouping structure
Filtered/ hidden tasks
Task sort order
Column scheme

The following viewer settings
are not retained in the
schedule export:
•
•

Gantt baseline bars
Timescale settings

Auto fit – This year
Sets the timescale to start on January 1st and finish on December 31st for the
current year.

2. Restore schedule settings

Auto fit – Today + 1 year

Restores the following default
settings that may have been
altered since the schedule
tab was originally generated:

Sets the timescale to start from today’s date and finish 1 year from now.

•

Task grouping (group or
collapse to…)

•

Restores hidden tasks
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3. Open basic filters form
Provides users with the
ability to apply additional
pre-defined task filters.
Filters applied using this
function will not affect any
filter originally applied when
generating the schedule
viewer tab using the data
selection window.

4. Colour scheme
Provides users with the
opportunity to define and
apply grouping colour
schemes.

5. Open general schedule
settings
Provides user with access to
additional viewer settings
(See section on ‘General
Schedule Viewer Settings
Form’).

Contents

General Schedule Viewer Settings Form

2. Relationships
Critical/ Driving/ Non-Driving
1. General options

1

2

Toggle specific relationship
types on/ off. The following
example details a schedule
with all relationship types
visible:

Show Gantt
Toggles the Gantt chart on/
off

3

Include empty grouping
bands
When tasks are grouped
by WBS and this option
is selected then grouping
bands that do not contain
any child tasks will be
shown in the table. When
deselected, empty grouping
bands will be hidden.

No grouping level applied

Non-driving (Light Grey)
Driving (Black)
Critical (Red)

Only show if predecessor/
successor both visible
When selected, relationship
lines will only be visible
if both the task and its
predecessor are visible
within the current window.
Any relationship lines
where either the task or its
predecessor are not visible
within the current window
will be invisible.

Show float bars
Toggles task float bars within
the Gantt chart window on/
off.

3. Column Schemes

Show baseline bars
Toggles task baseline bars
within the Gantt chart
window on/ off.

Task AND Predecessor Visible

Opens the column scheme
form allowing the user to
change the selected data
columns or modify the
column formats. See ‘column
scheme’ section.

NB: Baseline bars are only
visible for tasks that have a
corresponding task within
attached baseline project.
Display horizontal sight lines
every # rows
The number of table rows
between horizontal site
lines within the Gantt chart
window. The row count
includes both task rows and
grouping band rows. The
example to the left shows
horizontal site lines every 5
rows.
Task OR Predecessor Visible
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2. Row Settings (1, 2 & 3)

Timescale Settings Form

General
The toolkit can display 1, 2 or 3 timescale rows at the top of the Gantt chart.
Each row can be customized independently to display a range of interval
periods including pre-installed and user defined periods.

1

Row 1
Row 2
Row 3

NB: the toolkit will automatically format the period widths based on the
timescale’s earliest start and latest finish dates in order for text to be displayed
correctly.
In the example above, row 3 is configured to display daily values in date format
‘dd’. In order to display legible values, the toolkit evaluates the smallest number
of multiple periods in order to achieve this. As a result, the number of days
between each period in the example range between 16 and 24 days.

2

1. Timescale Range
Sets the start and finish dates for the Gantt chart timescale.

Timescale Start

Stretch / Shrink

Timescale Finish

The timescale can be stretched in order to show a greater level of granularity
within the Gantt chart window. To do this, click and drag the timescale with the
left mouse button until the desired timescale magnification is achieved.

Selecting ‘auto-fit timescale’ will automatically set the timescale start date to
the earliest task start date from within the current data selection. The timescale
finish date will be set to the latest task finish date. When calculating the earliest
and latest task dates, the toolkit uses actual and early dates only i.e. Late task
dates are not considered.
By deselecting ‘auto-fit timescale’, the user can define the timescale start and
finish dates manually. Task bars outside of this date range will not be displayed.
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Display?

Reporting cycle

Toggles the selected timescale row between visible and hidden.

Select from toolkit interval reporting cycles, including user defined financial
periods. The toolkit’s default interval cycles available to choose from are:

Site line?
A vertical site line will be displayed at the end of each period.
The following example displays a vertical site line at the end of each (monthly)
period in timescale row 2:

•

Daily

•

Weekly

•

Monthly

•

Yearly

Yearly
Monthly
Daily

NB: See ‘Time Distributed Interval Cycles’ section for instructions to set up userdefined reporting periods.
Financial Periods
Sets the user defined financial period set (when reporting cycle is set to financial
periods).

Date format
Sets the date format to be displayed for the selected row, e.g. For a monthly
reporting cycle, users can select from the following date formats:
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•

01

•

J

•

Jan

•

January
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Basic Task Filters Form

1.

Refresh
Removes all basic filters.

1
2. Tasks in date range

3

The default selection is ‘project start to project finish’. If this option is
deselected then users can specify a start date and a finish date. Only tasks
that take place partially or fully during this period will then be included.
I.e. Tasks that start after this period or finish before this period will not be
included within the Gantt chart or table.

2

4

3. Task status
Only tasks with one of the selected status will be included within the Gantt
chart or table.
4. Content search

5

6a

6b

When text is entered within one of the 3 filter boxes, only tasks that contain
the text (in the relevant column(s)) will be included within the Gantt chart or
table.
Activity ID contains text
Searches Activity IDs for text.
Description contains text
Searches Activity Name for text.
Any field contains text
Searches each column in the current Gantt chart table for text.
NB: The content search is not case sensitive

5. P6 Task type
Only task types selected will be included within the Gantt chart or table.

6. Baseline variance
Only tasks adhering to the selected variance conditions will be included
within the Gantt chart or table.
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Task Details Form

1

2

1.

Task information type menu
Detailed information is
available for a variety of
aspects of each task. Simply
select the required data
type to view the associated
detailed information.

2. Task detailed information

3

By selecting different tasks
within the Gantt chart table,
the detailed task information
window will automatically
be updated in relation to the
new selection.

3. Activity codes and UDF
detailed information
Detailed information for
activity codes and UDFs
are only available when the
Toolkit’s general settings are
as shown, to the left, at the
point when the schedule tab
is generated:
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www.xertoolkit.co.uk
support@xertoolkit.co.uk
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